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Abstract

An UAV is a flying vehicle equipped with an
onboard mission system which grants it full au-
tonomy by operating guidance, navigation and
control tasks. The process involves three steps
: guidance equipment and software first compute
the aircraft trajectory required to satisfy the mis-
sion objectives, navigation then tracks the vehi-
cle’s actual position and attitude, and flight con-
trol then transports the aircraft along the required
flight path in order to accomplish the mission.
Functions of the mission system also include
communication with the operator and the ground
station before, during and after flight. Theses
communications consist in receiving commands
from the operator or sending back status informa-
tion and mission data. Supaero is currently han-
dling in parallel various UAV projects of different
concepts (helicopter, aircraft, unidentified...) but
whatever the flying platform is, the requirements
in terms of mission system remain similar ; only
the specific command laws have to be changed
from one vehicle to another. The aim of this study
is to define and present the development of such
a generic mission system.

1 Introduction

Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) con-
sists in the ability to compute onboard an opti-
mal flight path according to the mission objec-
tives and the aircraft estimated position, and then
to follow it with maximum accuracy and in-flight
stability so as to carry out the UAV observation
mission. To meet these requirements, the mission
system must provide first of all an accurate and

complete way of measurement, efficient means
of calculation with a powerful central process-
ing unit (CPU) and flexible ways of communica-
tion with the ground station system (which means
both uplink and downlink).

The hardware components must be light, per-
formant, and moreover easy to implement and
easily transferable to different types of UAVs.
These constraints have to be linked with the high
targeted modularity. For instance the sensor sys-
tem should be able to provide its measurement
values to the CPU whatever the configuration and
attitude of the the UAV is. It should also work
properly under strong electromagnetic and vibra-
tion perturbation, and provide its data fast enough
to follow the fast movement of an aircraft with
the high precision required to stabilize an heli-
copter in stationary flight.

2 The workstation

The mission system is integrated in the common
environment for all UAVs developed at Supaero,
whose workstation is described on figure 1. The
mission system definition also includes the def-
inition of the user interfaces before, during and
after flight :

2.1 Flight Software upload

The way to implement the flight software from
the pocket PC to the main memory. This connec-
tion can be made wireless or not, but this has to
allow the possibility to implement separately the
device drivers and the command laws - which de-
pend on the vehicle configuration -, and then the
laws’ coefficients on a separate table for instance.
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Fig. 1 Workstation for the mission system

This is to enable on-the-field simple adjustments
between two test flights. Currently this link is
operated through a serial link directly situated on
the CPU chip.

2.2 Telemetry and user interface

The mission system features a wireless link
through a modem in order to send test data to the
ground station (a pocket PC) all along the flight.
The UAV emits at a defined sampling period a
table of information concerning the system (3-
axis velocities, attitude, airspeed, altitude, GPS
position, distance to next waypoint...) to allow a
post-treatment of the test. Telemetry is displayed
on the pocket PC in real-time, so that the system
operator can have instantaneous access to the air-
craft status.

An incoming upgrade of the user interface
will be the replacement of the pocket PC by a
tablet PC. This device features a wide screen, a
powerful CPU and video chip, which will enable
to display in real-time a virtual cockpit of the
UAV and video transmission from the onboard
camera, once installed. It has also a very intu-
itive user interface with a touch screen and a sty-
lus, which will be easier to use on the field.

2.3 Remote control

The mission system consists of two operational
modes: auto and manual. The avionics software
have been designed to have an autonomous flight
capability in the automatic mode ; however for

development purposes or whenever safety is in-
volved a ground-based operator may control the
UAV using a standard radiomodelism RF emitter.
The emitter works on 4 channels in PCM mode
at 41.000 kHz : 1 for thrust control, 2 for the
left and right elevon servos and 1 for auto/manual
commutation. In automatic mode the onboard
CPU calculates and applies commands to the 3
actuators ; however the CPU has access to the
operator commands which can be used for devel-
opment purposes to study step response or pertur-
bation tolerance of the automatic pilot. In man-
ual mode the operator commands out of the on-
board receiver are directly forwarded to the actu-
ators. The CPU is then put out of the control loop
and for the operator the UAV becomes a standard
radio-controlled aircraft.

At the current stage of development, take-
off and landing manoeuvres are still performed
in manual mode. When switched to autopilot
the UAV performs loops around its predefined
waypoints at its initial altitude until switched
back to manual mode for landing. The CPU di-
rectly reads the commands out of the receiver
unit and commutes from auto to manual mode
by itself, but for safety reasons the auto/manual
command is operated by a redundant remote-
controlled switch, separated from the CPU chip.
We made the choice to bypass the software with
a highly reliable hardware device for operating
safety reasons, as the manual mode is considered
as a failsafe mode which has to be available every
time during the flight.

Even in automatic mode the radio-controller
commands are read by the CPU (PWM inputs).
This is allows to define semi-autopilot modes,
for development purposes. This aspect will be
a major issue for the validation of the UAV Au-
topilot through flight tests. It allows the operator
while in autopilot mode to make different kinds
of step (velocity step, angular step or height step)
to study the real response of the UAV to a precise
perturbation and to compare it with simulation re-
sults.
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2.4 Simulation

The UAV physical model is entirely simulated in
a Matlab/Simulink environment. First of all this
model is used to define and set up the different
control loops of the autopilot. In a second time
it is used for flight software validation using S-
fonctions in the same simulink model (see part
4). Finally this simulation tool is used for flight
test data analysis, which eventually leads to im-
provements of both the physical model and the
autopilot.

3 Onboard electronics

The system hardware architecture is presented on
the block diagram of Fig. 2 for the Drenalyn
UAV, which is an airplane of a flying wing de-
sign, featuring one engine and two elevons that
replace both elevators and ailerons. It is possi-
ble to adapt this hardware architecture to any of
the other aircraft designs by changing the number
of actuators - servos and variators -. Its different
subsystems are described below.

3.1 Central Processing Unit (CPU)

The core of the system architecture, as shown on
Fig. 2 is a Motorola MPC 555 Central Power
Unit. This is a high speed, 32 bits device which
features a floating point unit designed to accel-
erate the advanced algorithms necessary to sup-
port complex applications. It is powerful enough
to perform calculations to the benefit of the IMU
and ensure a 10 Hz control loop with a comfort-
able safety margin. The flight software coded in
C language is directly implemented on the 4MB
flash memory of the the CPU chip.

3.2 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)

In order to control its attitude and to determine its
position in a terrestrial reference, the UAV needs
to embark an Inertial measurement Unit (IMU).
The IMU relies on an MT9 motion tracker cou-
pled to 2 pressure captors and a GPS receiver to
compute the estimated aircraft position and atti-
tude.

The MT9 is an highly integrated micro-
device that features 3 accelerometers and 3 gy-
rometers to measure the aircraft linear and an-
gular accelerations, and 3 magnetometers to de-
termine the norm and the direction of the local
magnetic field vector. It weighs less than 35 g
; miniaturization to that extent has been made
possible by the use of MEMS technology. These
sensors work however in a disturbed environment
due to strong vibrations and electromagnetic field
induced by the electric engine and onboard RF
antennas. The sensors’ very small sizes make
them likely to be very sensitive to external pertur-
bation ; their measurements require proper noise
filtering.

One pressure captor measures the static pres-
sure to determine the aircraft altitude (altime-
ter) while the other captor measures the dynamic
pressure to infer the aircraft airspeed (pitot tube).
Derivation of the static pressure gives the verti-
cal climb rate (variometer). The GPS receiver
provides 3D positioning and absolute velocime-
try at 4Hz in a terrestrial reference. GPS data
are essential for navigation purposes but of little
interest as far as aircraft stability is concerned.
The pitot tube remains the only way to determine
the UAV’s airspeed, which is the relevant param-
eter for airplane control as the local wind vertical
profile is unknown. Static pressure measurement
provides once calibrated a very accurate estima-
tion of the altitude (it can detect altitude shifts
of a few centimeters only). Attitude angles, air-
speed, altitude and climb rate (enables an esti-
mation of the angle of climb) are the parameters
used for command computation in the 10 Hz con-
trol loop.

The GPS receiver and the MT9 motion
tracker are directly connected to the Central Pro-
cessing Unit by typical RS232 serial links ; the
MPC555 processor offers enough serial commu-
nication ports for that. Theses sensors can be de-
fined as "intelligent sensors" because they pro-
vide a communication protocol. The software
must establish communication to configure sen-
sors and to get back data measurement. It gives
possibility to adjust some parameters like mea-
sures periods, communication baudrates . . .
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Fig. 2 Onboard system architecture for the Drenalyn UAV

The IMU is a complex device which is itself
the subject of another ongoing research project
at Supaero (see [2]). However its principle
will be more detailed in the next part. Once
fully developed, this unit will equip various un-
manned vehicles of Supaéro’s LIA (Laboratoire
d’Informatique et Automatique), terrestrial and
aerial. This is one of the aspects of the high level
of community in terms of software and hard-
ware architecture between the UAV projects at
Supaero .

3.3 Communication

The UAV operates 4 RF links at different wave-
lengths (plus the GPS receiver) to receive its in-
structions from the ground station and send back
telemetry and mission data :
4-channels receiver: this is a standard model-
aircraft component ; the receiver frequency has
been set to 41.000 MHz. It features a pulse-
code demodulator which provides high noise tol-
erance and emitter authentification in case there
are more than one remote control working at the
same frequency. When the radio-controller signal
is lost, it is possible to program a failsafe mode
with predetermined commands to prevent the ac-

tuators from receiving aberrant commands. It is
likely to be the last commands received, in case
the signal loss is temporary, but the engine could
also be switched off to prevent the UAV from fly-
ing away uncontrolled.
Bi-directionnal modem : the downlink at 152.5
MHz is used to send real-time mission data down
to the ground station, and the optional uplink at
436.6 MHz can be used to receive mission up-
dates (new waypoints or obstacles). This device
will shortly be replaced by a network card based
on wi-fi technology at 2.4 GHz.
Video transmission (optional feature) : This
broadband link will also rely on wi-fi components
at 2.4 GHz.

3.4 Actuators

Aircraft control is achieved by standard model-
aircraft components. They consist in 2 servos
(one for each elevon), and a variable voltage reg-
ulator for throttle control. The latter is an ad-
vanced component : when the input voltage (bat-
tery level) is detected critically low, the engine
is turned off so as to save power for the CPU
and servos, in order to keep the aircraft in control
during its glide down to the ground. However in
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such a situation the pilot would certainly prefer
to switch back to manual control mode.

4 Software architecture

Now that the system hardware architecture has
been defined, we will focus on the software ar-
chitecture that can manage, coordinate and con-
trol the different subsystems and interfaces. The
software is developed in C language and is de-
signed on a real-time concept. Real-time opera-
tions are managed in the synchronous approach,
that is to say calculations for different tasks are
made as soon as they appear in chronological or-
der without preemption, as their execution time
is very short. It is only when 2 interruptions are
raised at the same time that we can set a priority
order between them. The synchronous approach
has been chosen because the MPC-555 CPU of-
fers high performance and the time constraints
can be respected. The measurements need to be
refreshed every 5 ms and the period of the cal-
culation of the autopilot is 10 Hz. Moreover, the
code is designed in order to maintain a high level
of modularity. As for the hardware structure, if
we want to change a component, or the drivers
for a component, it is easily possible.

The software architecture is presented on Fig.
3. We will now explain what the structure of each
subsystem is and finally how theses blocks are
combined together.

4.1 Scheduler

This system is very important because it is the
system that handles the others. In a real-time ap-
proach, it can be divided into two main parts. The
first part is the handling of the main loop, and the
second one is the handling of the interruptions
raised by all the other functions.
The main loop: The goal on the main loop is to
coordinate all the systems together in order to go
from the measures to the commands. This main
loop is supposed to call the measures every 25
milliseconds and to compute the command laws
every 100 milliseconds.

We will now explain the sequence of opera-

tions for the flight software. At the beginning,
the program has to proceed with the initialisation
of all the subsystems. (GPS, TM/TC, Autopilot,
other sensors . . . ). Then the infinite loop man-
ages the events (Scheduler). First, the software
receives the measures, then, the inputs of the re-
mote control are read, the Inertial guidance plat-
form loop is called, in order to filter the measures.
Then, if it is enabled, the autopilot loop is called,
and the commands are computed.

The commands are sent to the actuators. At
the end, the telemetry structure is build and sent
to the modem.

This loop is a very important part of the soft-
ware but it doesn’t handle communications be-
cause of time constraints. Indeed the data must
be sent at a very precise time. That is the rea-
son why the communication methods are handled
with interruptions.
Handling interruptions : As said previously,
data broadcast and reception are handled with in-
terruptions. That allows the data to be sent at a
constant rate to the ground station. The main loop
is a background task and when an interruption is
raised, the main loop is stopped immediately, and
the interruption software is called.

The problem here is that there are several
kinds of interruption possible. For instance, an
interruption from the modem could be raised at
the same time as an interruption from the mea-
sures. In order to handle this, the interruption
handling processes the interruptions in a pre-
determined order.

More precisely, the interruption that the CPU
can receive are those that are from the modem,
and from the sensors. The choice is to process
the measurements before the modem.

4.2 TM/TC drivers

Modem downlink : An onboard modem on the
UAV allows to send data to the ground during
the flight. This data contains attitude and po-
sition of the UAV, and other guidance informa-
tion (targeted waypoint, distance to next way-
point...). Pictures and/or video from the onboard
camera will be transmitted via a separated broad-
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Fig. 3 Software architecture

band modem.
The organisation of the telemetry is based on

interruptions. At the end of each loop of the soft-
ware, a data structure is filled.

The transfer is made at a rate of 9600
bauds. That means that a structure is sent each
millisecond. When it is time to send the data of
the loop, the software raises an interruption and
the system immediately send this structure. On
the ground, the data is received in real time. An
interface is developed in Delphi in order to save
the data into text files, and to plot some curve
about the parameters.

Modem Uplink : As the onboard modem also
features an uplink, it is possible to send data to
the UAV through a wireless link. The Delphi in-
terface used for telemetry is able to upload some
parameters to the UAV. The parameters are the
mission waypoints, the command laws’ coeffi-
cients and some coefficients about the sensors
and the actuators (gains and offsets). Therefore,
it is already possible to update the mission ob-
jectives during the flight even though this feature
has not been used yet.

When the modem receives data transmitted
from the ground, it raises an interruption and the
software immediately process the data.
Remote control: The CPU is able to read PWM
signals that are sent by the remote control directly
out of the 4-channels receiver on the UAV. Ev-
ery time a new information is received, it raises
an interruption and the main software process the
incoming data. This feature is useful to conduct
the development of the UAV autopilot.

The remote control allows a lot of possibili-
ties. With this system, we can :

• switch between auto/manual modes, al-
though this commutation is done by a re-
dundant external switch

• control the longitudinal stability while the
lateral stability is controlled by the autopi-
lot.

• control the lateral stability while the longi-
tudinal stability is controlled by the autopi-
lot.

• control entirely the UAV as a stan-
dard remote-controlled model aircraft, but
through the CPU (transparent mode).
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4.3 GPS Data

The GPS Data processing is similar to modem
data processing. Every250 milliseconds, the
GPS receiver raises an interruption. The main
software has to handle this in order to provide
the inertial measurement unit with the measured
position and velocity of the UAV in a terrestrial
reference.

4.4 Inertial Measurement Unit

The Inertial guidance software may use a pre-
defined time segment of the main calculation cy-
cle (inertial calculation, autopilot, telemetry . . . ).
Using a synchronous approach, the software is
divided in three loops which allow sensors to pro-
vide measures for the estimator (prediction and
correction). The estimator is described at the next
point. Without available measures from the sen-
sors, prediction part of the estimator calculates
system state vector. A high speed loop (typically
100Hz) permits to apply a correction to state vec-
tor with pressure sensor and MT9 motion tracker
measures. This information is very precise on the
short term. However measurements derive with
time because of acceleration and speed integra-
tions. To fix derives, a low speed loop uses GPS
data to readjust UAV position state vector.

The IMU software segment can be divided in
two parts: sensors drivers and the hybrid estima-
tor.

4.4.1 Sensors drivers

In order to respect the synchronous approach,
two main state machines are used by sensors
drivers. The first one retrieves frames data byte
per byte from the UART (universal asynchronous
receiver-transmitter) buffer. At each scheduler’s
activation, it checks this buffer to know if a new
byte is available. Then, it builds the frames to
store it in a current frame buffer. The second state
machine reads the frame to process it (configu-
ration communication or measure retrievement).
With the start of the UAV, drivers go automati-
cally into configuration mode. Afterwards, sen-

Fig. 4 Software architecture of the IMU

sors send periodically their measures. If no prob-
lem is detected, drivers only get back data for the
hybrid estimator described below. MT9 motion
trackers include special calibration data. These
data are unique for each sensor and they are im-
planted in a ROM into the sensor. The MT9
driver is able to retrieve a misalignment and a
gain matrix to correct its measurements. More-
over for each frame, a MT9 integrated temper-
ature sensor delivers temperature information in
order to apply other corrections.

4.4.2 The hybrid estimator

The hybrid estimator must fusion data which
are provided at different frequencies from differ-
ent sensors. It has to provide states vectors with
these following UAV parameters:

• [φ,θ,ψ]T : Attitude (rolling, pitching,
courses).

• [x,y,z]T : Position in UAV NED (North East
Down) referential.
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Fig. 5 Scheme of the IMU architecture

• [u,v,w]T : Mobile referential UAV velocity
vector.

In a stochastic noisy environment, Kalman
filters are used to observe a system in order to
predict or to estimate system states vector. Re-
sults are optimal with white gaussian noises. It
balances information to give them more or less
priority during estimation computation.

In this case, Kalman filtering is employed to
estimate UAV states vectors.

To determine previously described states vec-
tors, an estimator is used and based on two
Kalman filters build in cascade.

Fig. 6 Kalman filters of the IMU

This method allows reducing processors cal-
culation charge by decoupling attitude state and
velocity/position states. Each of them is esti-
mated by a Kalman filter (FdK).

Where:q = [q0,q1,q3]
T is attitude expressed

with a quaternion.M = [x,y,z]T is NED (North
East Down) referential position.V = [u,v,w]T is
velocity vector in mobile referential, andΩ =
[p,q, r]T is instantaneous rotation velocity vector
in mobile referential (p, q, r for rolling, pitching
and course velocity in mobile referential)

4.5 Autopilot

To design the autopilot, the linear lateral model
and longitudinal model are decoupled. This as-
sumption is common in aeronautics.

The auto-pilot gets some information from
the sensors, it integrates these inputs and cre-
ates the appropriate commands to stabilize the
UAV. In order to achieve the mission, the autopi-
lot has to stabilize the height, the velocity and the
course.

As we have two linear models, a longitudinal
and a lateral one, the structure of the autopilot is
divided into two separate problems, as described
on figure (7).

Fig. 7 Structure of the auto-pilot

Classical technique are used to design longi-
tudinal and lateral stabilizer.
Every 100 ms, a procedure is called in order to
compute the commands that will be applied for
guidance and flight stability of the UAV. The mis-
sion system is generic, but the autopilot is spe-
cific to the chosen aerial platform. A generic au-
topilot has been created for model airplanes and
we have to provide an environment that can sup-
port this peculiarity.
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The command laws for an UAV family can
be summarized in some constants. A special en-
vironment is developed in Delphi that is able to
upload these constants into the UAV. Indeed, it is
possible to save the data of an autopilot in a sim-
ple text file and upload it just before the mission.
In the future, it is possible that the same drone
could be given different parameters according to
the flight characteristics imposed by a specific
mission. Moreover, the guidance algorithm is
separated from the autopilot algorithm and the
trajectory can be uploaded before the mission.
The type of the trajectory is a tabular of way-
points (longitude, latitude, height, time).

5 Validation

Complete validation is carried out first by check-
ing the behavior of each subsystem separately be-
fore validation of the system as a whole through
synthesis tests.

5.1 Real-time software

Now the autopilot software has been finalized,
the computation time for the control loop is mea-
sured so as to confirm the hypothesis of low CPU
usage for the synchronous approach, at the cho-
sen frequency. It appears on figure 8that the re-
quired time for command computation is a of
approximately 15 ms but always below 20 ms.
The hypothesis that lead to the choice of the
synchronous approach is easily confirmed for a
working frequency of 10 Hz for the Drenalyn
(100 ms foreclosure duration).

5.2 Inertial Measurement Unit

The IMU attitude measurements are tested by
simple +/- 90◦ roll (fig 9), pitch (fig 10) and yaw
(fig 11) manoeuvres. The measurements are very
precise and moreover almost noiseless.

5.3 Guidance and control

The autopilot, and especially the guidance and
control loops have been developed in a Mat-
lab/Simulink environment but should be imple-

Fig. 8 Computation time for the control loop

Fig. 9 Inertial Measurement Unit output values
for +/- 90◦ roll manoeuvers
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Fig. 10 Inertial Measurement Unit output values
for +/- 90◦ pitch manoeuvers

Fig. 11 Inertial Measurement Unit output values
for +/- 90◦ yaw manoeuvers

mented in C-language on the onboard CPU. Tran-
scription is relatively easy as M-files syntax is not
that different from C and Simulink objects are
nothing but matrixes or relatively simple func-
tions. However, for troubleshooting and valida-
tion purposes the new code requires extensive
testing, using the C compiler and S-functions.

The first step after having transcripted a
simulink block diagram into a function coded
in C-language is first to have it accepted by the
C-compiler and then to validate it in the initial
Matlab/Simulink development environment. The
block diagram is replaced in the non-linear sim-
ulator with an S-function working with the new
C-code. System outputs and response are then
observed to check that the new function accom-
plish the same task as before. Theoretically, the
autopilot response should be exactly the same in
both cases. The results for the Drenalyn UAV (cf.
[1]) are presented below.
Control loop: The autopilot response to an al-
titude and airspeed step in the non-linear simu-
lator is presented on fig. 12, for the Simulink
controller and the flight software implemented
in Matlab as an S-Function. Besides the con-
troller performance, which is more precisely
described in [1], what is remarkable on these
plots is the extreme closeness of fit between the
Simulink model and the flight software coded in
C-language.

Fig. 12 Simulated autopilot response to longitu-
dinal steps (altitude and airspeed)

Guidance loop: The guidance performance
of the Simulink controller is compared with the
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performance autopilot coded in C on fig. 13, for a
simple trajectory around 4 waypoints. Here again
both followed paths are extremely close to one
another.

Fig. 13 Simulated autopilot response to longitu-
dinal steps (altitude and airspeed)

Considering the previous results for the guid-
ance and control loops, we can see that the au-
topilot transcription from its Matlab development
environment to the flight software is extremely
accurate, so now on we will consider that the au-
topilot defined on Matlab is exactly the same as
the one implemented in the UAV flight software.
This feature will be very useful for flight test data
analysis.

5.4 Positioning

The GPS receiver should be able to give an es-
timated position of the aircraft whatever the air-
craft attitude and velocity. This ability is tested
with the experimental apparatus described on fig-
ure 14. The GPS sensor is placed at the end of a
3.8 meter pole which can rotate around a verti-
cal axis. It can also tilt around an horizontal axis.
Such a long pole has been chosen so as to have a
movement amplitude that can be easily detected
by the standard GPS system (precision around 1
m). The sensor attitude can vary around its two
rotational degrees of freedom. The horizontal ve-

locity may vary with the main rotation angular
rate.

Fig. 14 Bench test for the GPS receiver

The following measurements (fig. 15) have
been made for various attitudes and velocities.
We see that the GPS positioning remain ex-
tremely precise whatever the attitude ; the de-
crease of the spatial resolution of the trajectory
with horizontal velocity is due to the relatively
low working frequency (4 Hz). However, con-
sidering the relatively low airspeed of our UAVs
(generally under 10 m/s), this GPS sensor will
provide excellent performances in positioning
when used in combination with the Inertial Mea-
surement Unit.

Fig. 15 GPS measured position for increasing
horizontal velocity and list angle

5.5 Actuators

The checklist for the actuators is done in 3 points
in laboratory :
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• Manual commands: We first check in man-
ual mode, engine off, that the proper com-
mands are executed by the aircraft servos
upon operator request, and that their direc-
tions are correct for flare and roll manoeu-
vres. Then we check throttle control while
holding firmly the aircraft. These tests also
control the proper operation of the remote
control.

• Autopilot commands: We check in auto
mode, engine disconnected, that the au-
topilot commands in response to induced
perturbation (roll, heading, airspeed and
height) are executed and that their direc-
tions are correct for the targeted recover-
ing manoeuvres. Airspeed step is simu-
lated by simply blocking the pitot with a
finger. The same response are checked en-
gine on while firmly holding the aircraft.
Theses tests also control the proper opera-
tion of the auto/manual switch, and the cor-
rect level of the command outputs from the
CPU.

• PWM inputs: We check that the CPU cor-
rectly reads the command outputs out of
the receiver and that it can correctly inter-
prate them.

6 Conclusion

Up to now we have developed and qualified a
generic mission system designed for small aerial
vehicles. It includes a powerful CPU, an accu-
rate Inertial Measurement Unit, and a complete
TM/TC subsystem as well as a ground station.
Thanks to its light weight, its robustness and its
high level of modularity, it can equip the wide
range of UAV of various concepts developed at
Supaero.
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